
 

 

Because it matters 
what you build on. 
 
 
In these ever-changing times, it’s 
difficult to guide ministry through 
life AND launch bold new initiatives! 
 
As leaders, our eyes are constantly 
looking for what works and surveying 
the landscape for new ideas. 
Meanwhile, something significant—
something foundational and 
important—cries out for attention 
and we aren’t aware of it. 
 
Ministries are deeply dependent upon faithful, Christ-like leadership. Leadership 
Essentials provides a safe place for women and men to discover and implement 
the building blocks of Godly leadership. These men and women recognize that 
gentle, yet courageous leadership is needed to align people and processes around the 
fulfillment of God’s vision for His Church. 
 
Leadership Essentials is designed for pastors, ministry leaders, young leaders starting 
out or established leaders looking for a tune-up. Learning Community immersions 
cover critical areas of Christian leadership designed to equip today’s leaders for 
tomorrow’s challenges. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lead from my unique gifting  

Build healthy relationships  

Understand and articulate vision  

Navigate change for the sake of the 

mission  

Create teams of people for that mission  

Courageously and gently lead 



 

 

Leadership Essentials features: 

• A 2 year Learning Community with five training immersions. 

• Leader and spouse participate and learn together. 

• Monthly coaching between immersions provides ongoing encouragement and 
accountability needed to achieve Spirit-led goals. All coaching is done via video 
conference. 
 

The tuition cost is $1,750 per immersion for the content and coaching for both leader 
and spouse. Reserve your spot with a $200 registration fee. 
 
 
 

--------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 

Now is the perfect time to let PLI pour into you! Revitalize your vibrant leadership by 
leading from your unique gifting. We’ll help you navigate today’s fluid environment 

together and gently and courageously lead your team through it. 
 
 
 

Ask questions, and connect with Raechel to explore how we can come together as a 
community of Christian leaders to meet the needs of a rapidly-changing world: 

Raechel at (630)795-9747 or raechel@plileadership.org 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 


